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MESSAGE FOR THE MONTHLY APPARITION IN THE CITY OF BRASILIA, DF, BRAZIL,
TRANSMITTED BY MOST HOLY MARY, MOTHER OF THE SUN AND OF THE COSMOS, TO THE
VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

As a fleeting ray from the universe, My Maternal Consciousness descends and approaches to this
world so that the asleep humanity may awake again to the call of the Most High God.

I come to your lives so that you may remember Me as your dear Mother, as the Kind and Prodigious
Woman of God, the one who has done miracles and spiritual conversions in your lives.

But each time that I descend from Heaven towards your world, My Victorious Heart cannot fail to
see the ignorance and the indifference of many of My children, those who have passed through My
paths, and now turn their backs to Me and do not listen to Me.  It is this indifference that the enemy
spreads like poison in the hearts of people, it is this indifference and cruelty of many of My children
that leads to the perdition of the souls.

For this, in order for the Wise Justice to be avoided, I come from the cosmos to beg you to do
something for this destroyed humanity.  Know that not only the souls suffer, but also My blessed
Kingdoms of Nature, the ones that day by day are outraged without love and mercy, until the last
drop of life is removed from them; this provokes the wrath of God and promotes irreversible
consequences on all those who destroy the Creation Project.

For this, My children, open the eyes to wisdom and feel in your heart the prayer that I ask you more
and more to do, this will help to avoid misfortunes for the most unfair ones.

Above all, seek the Mercy of God, so that you and the world may be forgiven for the constant sins
of foolishness and vanity.  Through My Blessed Purity I give you the cosmic power of My Grace, a
state that repairs you and leads you through the path of redemption.

While My Son sees every day the horrors and unfair actions that are committed against the Heart of
the Celestial Father in this sick world, I place you in this apocalyptic time as if you did not
participate in it.  But it is the power of prayer and of the daily consecration of your hearts to My
Immaculate Heart of Mother that will permit to reverse your faults and the faults of many.

I want all to know that through My call you will find the exit and even if the enemy hits you
strongly, he will never be able to overthrow the love I have placed in your hearts.  Be wise and thus
you will not get confused, avoiding to follow another path, another spiritual movement that is not
the one of My Beloved Son.

Glorify God and ask for healing and mercy.  The world continues without comprehending that it
must change before the bad actions be released by the Justice of God.

In this time I encourage you to love.  I call you to be humble and transparent, thus you will help Me
to balance the planetary axis, the Ecuador of this world, before it gets unbalanced due to density and
to human wickedness.
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But still, in this material world there are hearts like yours, determined to follow Me until the days of
the holy death.  In this way your devotion and faith will always make My Immaculate Heart
triumph.

I bless, on this day, the group of Brasilia for having heard and answered to My Call!

My Son thanks you for having sheltered My Missionaries.

Who protects you before everything,

Your Most Holy Mother Mary, Mother of the Sun and of the Cosmos


